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Abstract 
Transceiver module and two-dimensional sum difference network are im-
portant components of phased array antenna. In this paper, multilayer 
printed board is used to integrate millimeter wave multi-channel transceiver 
circuit and sum difference network. The interconnection between them is 
realized through RF coaxial vertical transition. At the same time, the heat dis-
sipation design and inter channel shielding design of the module are carried 
out. The RF and low frequency required by the module are completed 
through the wiring between and within the dielectric plate layers. Finally, 128 
arrays are fabricated and verified by multi-channel passive test. The results 
show that the type transceiver module integrating with two-dimensional sum 
difference network has good performance, and 128 channels have excellent 
amplitude and phase characteristics. The integration technology has the cha-
racteristics of lightweight, miniaturization, high integration and low manu-
facturing cost. It can be widely used in miniaturized phased array antennas. 
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1. Introduction 

With the development of wireless communication technology, the spectrum in 
the low frequency band has become more and more crowded. The demand for 
high-quality and high-capacity wireless communication equipment makes the 
communication frequency continuously improve. Millimeter wave can effec-
tively solve many problems faced by high-speed broadband wireless access due 
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to its wave length and wide frequency band. Therefore, it has a wide application 
prospect in short-range communication [1]. In order to improve the scanning 
speed and pointing accuracy, modern advanced radar and communication sys-
tems not only raise the working frequency band to the millimeter wave frequen-
cy band, but also abandon the traditional mechanical scanning platform and 
adopt phased array antenna to realize fast two-dimensional phased scanning [2]. 
The transceiver module (including transceiver circuit and multi-functional chip) 
and sum difference network are important components of phased array antenna. 
Its integration level determines the performance and cost of the whole system 
[3]. The transceiver module is used to amplify and shift the signal under the 
transceiver state of phased array antenna, and the power division and sum dif-
ference network is used to complete the power synthesis and distribution of the 
signal [4]. Generally, the transceiver module of phased array antenna is designed 
separately from the sum and difference network, which is an independent mod-
ule [5]. The connection between modules is realized through the connection of 
connectors. This connection mode not only increases the cost of the circuit and 
system loss, but also has a large longitudinal size, which is not conducive to the 
miniaturization, lightweight and integrated design of the system [6]. With the 
development of phased array antenna in millimeter wave band, miniaturization 
and compactness are important requirements of phased array antenna. An inte-
gration technology is urgently needed to break the barriers between transceiver 
module and sum difference network, simplify the form of interconnection inter-
face, reduce the manufacturing cost, and find a feasible method from processing 
and manufacturing [7]. 

2. Basic Concepts 

Phased array antenna is divided into brick phased array and tile type phased ar-
ray. Compared with brick phased array, tile type phased array has higher inte-
gration and smaller longitudinal size. It is suitable for platforms with limited in-
stallation space. Figure 1 shows the general structure of tile phased array anten-
na. In the figure, the antenna array, transceiver components and sum difference 
network are horizontally integrated and vertically connected. The vertical inter-
connection between layers is electrically connected through the upper and lower 
conduction of connectors. 

In order to further improve the high-density and small volume integration 
requirements of the tile structure, the high-density integration of the transceiver  

 

 
Figure 1. Overall structure of active tile type phased array. 
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module and the sum difference network, as its core component, can not only 
greatly reduce the vertical height and reduce the space occupied by the inter-
connection between the transceiver module and the sum difference network, but 
also improve the circuit reliability by optimizing the low-frequency control and 
power supply routing of the transceiver module. As shown in Figure 2, the mul-
ti-channel transceiver circuit and sum difference network are designed on the 
same printed board. On the one hand, the routing of amplifier, phase shifter and 
power division network are on the same layer, and the RF signals are connected 
up and down through the RF vertical interconnection between PCB boards. On 
the other hand, the sum difference network, the control and power supply of 
transceiver circuit and other low-frequency signals are also arranged through 
PCB multilayer boards. Finally, the processed integrated transceiver circuit and 
the PCB multilayer board of sum difference network are welded on the metal 
substrate, and interconnected with the antenna array and wave control modules 
through buttons and other forms. At the same time, considering the working 
requirements of phase shifter and amplifier, an air chamber is reserved on the 
upper cover plate. 

3. Design Analysis 

The key points of the design are how to realize all the functions of the traditional 
T/R module with small volume. As a kind of new structure, the three dimen-
sional tile type T/R module with fuzz button used in the microwave frequency 
can achieve good DC and microwave links, and does not need welding. In the 
traditional module, the microwave signal is transmitted into X-Y in 2D. In tile 
type T/R module microwave signal transferred not only in X-Y plane, but also in 
the Z axis direction. The use of PCB multi-layer wiring technology, through a 
reasonable layout, can realize good microwave performance. With metal isola-
tion Cylinder, high frequency PCB multi-layer substrate can realize digital and 
analog signal isolation, and realize electromagnetic shielding to solve the prob-
lem of signal crosstalk. Three dimensional microwave signal simulation model of 
high frequency PCB substrate is shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4. The simula-
tion results are obtained as shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6. 

 

 
Figure 2. Schematic structure of tile type transceiver module integrating with two-dimensional 
sum difference network. 
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Figure 3. simulation model of the Micro-strip coaxial transition. 

 

 
Figure 4. Simulation model of RF coaxial vertical transition. 

 

 
Figure 5. Simulation results of the above structure. 
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From the simulation results we can see, in the K band, the transmission inser-
tion loss of the vertical transition of the high frequency PCB substrate is less 
than 0.5 dB, and the return loss is more than 20 dB. 

For the integration technology of multi-channel transceiver circuit and sum 
difference network, millimeter wave band 8 × 16 array is selected as an example 
for detailed design and analysis. Due to the small spacing of antenna units in 
millimeter wave band, the average area occupied by a single channel is about 7 
mm × 7 mm, which makes the circuit routing of multi-channel transceiver cir-
cuit and sum difference network very compact. In this paper, the layout is in the 
form of unequal spacing. In order to reduce the cost, taconic TSM-DS3 is used 
as the printed board material in the design, as shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8. 
Among them, 1 is dielectric substrate, 2 is multi-channel transceiver chip, 3 is 
RF port connected with antenna, 4 and 9 is RF coaxial vertical transition, 5 is  

 

 
Figure 6. Simulation results of the vertical transition. 
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Figure 7. Upper surface of integrated multilayer printed board. 
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Figure 8. Sum difference Layer of the integrated multilayer printed board. 

 
power supply pad, 6 is low-frequency control pad, 7 is Radiating hole, 8 is power 
division network, 10 is sum difference network, 11 is metal isolation column and 
12 is low frequency pinhole. 

As shown in Figure 8, the power distribution network and the sum difference 
network are located on the same layer and are isolated by metal isolation col-
umns to reduce the impact between circuit wiring. The device mounting inter-
face and the power distribution network are located in different layers, and they 
are vertically interconnected by the RF through hole on the board. The 
low-frequency control and power supply of the chip are connected with the pad 
near the chip through gold wire bonding. At the same time, a solid grounding 
column is designed under the chip installation interface, which not only pro-
vides grounding for the chip, but also acts as the heat dissipation channel of the 
chip to guide the heat to the bottom of the printed board. 

4. Test results and analysis 

Figure 9 shows the processed PCB multilayer substrate. 
The millimeter wave band of 8 × 16 multi-channel transceiver circuit and sum 

difference network integrated circuit are processed, and the size is 114 mm × 68 
mm, the thickness is only about 3 mm, and the weight of a single channel is 
about 2 g. In order to verify the performance of the integrated circuit, the power 
divider is pasted at the corresponding position, and the RF fixture is designed for 
passive test. The test fixture and clamping diagram are shown in Figure 10. Be-
cause the RF interface of the board is a touch pad, in order to facilitate the test, 
one end of the designed RF fixture is a SMP, and the other end is an SSMP. 
During the test, the board is pressed in the middle of the fixture through screws, 
and the board is positioned with the fixture through pin holes. The instrument 
required for passive test is Agilent vector network analyzer n5244a. When test-
ing one channel, the other 127 channels are terminated with matching load. The 
test results of 128 RF channels of the integrated circuit are shown in Figure 11 
and Figure 12. 

The statistical data table in Figure 6 is analyzed by “cascade test data analysis  
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Figure 9. The high frequency PCB multilayer substrate. 

 

 

 
Figure 10. The tile type multi-channel transceiver module and the test fixture. 

 

 
Figure 11. The Passive test results of each channel: S11 (dB) and S12 (dB). 
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Figure 12. The Passive test results of each channel: S22 (dB) and S21 (phase). 
 

software”. Figure 11 shows the total port standing wave and the insertion loss of 
the channel. From the picture we can see S11 is better than −12 dB, S12 is about 
30 dB in k frequency band, and the amplitude consistency between channels is 
good. After deducting two test cables, the loss is about 27 dB (including distribu-
tion loss of 21 dB). Figure 12 shows the split port standing wave and the phase 
of the channel. It can be seen that S22 is better than −10 dB, and the phase con-
sistency between channels is good too. We come to the conclusion that the 
high-density integrated RF board works normally and has excellent amplitude 
and phase consistency between 128 channels. According to the statistics of 
MATLAB software, the RMS of amplitude and phase of 128 channels in the k 
frequency band are 0.5 db and 5˚. The test results show that the performance of 
the core part: multi-channel integrated circuit is normal, and the process scheme 
of microwave printed board is feasible. Compared with the performance indexes 
of single channel weight of about 30 g, amplitude RMS 1.5 dB and phase RMS 
10˚ obtained by cascading the previous transceiver circuit and sum difference 
network independent module, the integrated module designed in this paper not 
only greatly reduces the weight, but also has significantly better performance, 
and improves the integration of tile type phased array. 

5. Conclusion 

The high-density integration technology of millimeter wave multi-channel tran-
sceiver circuit and sum difference network can not only achieve good channel 
electrical performance in millimeter wave band, but also improve the amplitude 
and phase consistency between channels. The high-density integration of mul-
ti-channel transceiver circuit and sum difference network greatly reduces the 
longitudinal height size and weight, provides an implementation way for the 
miniaturization and lightweight of phased array antenna, and also provides an 
important design idea for skin antenna technology in the future. At the same 
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time, combined with the existing Microwave PCB processing technology, it is 
easy to process and realize, which is of great significance for engineering appli-
cation. 
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